
Dear "ike, 	 9/7/95 
Lil left me a full-page note on y-nr call. The 28th is fire and the rest 

troubles me very much. I see it as yuu asking tO get in trouble with your plincipal 
who will wonder why in the hell I write him that kind of letter and will conclude that 
it was your idea, that you,put me up to it. 

How else could I even know his name, leave alone also his address? 
An interview alyout Garrison is no problP at all and I cantesure you that 

it will. contain what is new and is also shocking to those who know nothing about 
him and what he did as well as said. 

I do not know what is in your mind but this is a very bad idea that is 
certan to redound against you and make me look at the least foolish. 

Now in terms of a Garrison interview and considering the brevity of your 
visit, I suggest that you think in terms of asking me about his book, i(,)11 the Trail 
of the Assassins. I$111 tell you what your principal might thing makes a worthwhile 
oral history. 

If you want to include the `liver tone movie's use of that book, OK, and 
I think again that your principal might consider that also a worthwhile oral history. 

I believe that Scott sake me about the'28th and i told him it is OK. 

best, 
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